**Unveil First 6 Paintings Of Michigan History**

Thom's Works On Display in State Capitol

On May 11, 1964, the first six of a series by Riverhead Township artist Thom were unveiled in the Capitol for Michigan Hall of Fame. The event was covered by American troops on Sept. 1, 1796. The event is portrayed in this painting, one of a series by Riverhead Township artist Thom, which were unveiled in the Capitol for Michigan Hall of Fame.

**The Griffins,** the first six paintings on the upper Great Lakes, is visiting at the Palace in Lansing. The Griffins is part of the Great Lakes series, which was designed by the Michigan Hall of Fame in 1964.

**CARLIE BOSS SAYS:**

**Workers See Fair Jobs As ‘Normal Occupations’**

By Mary Ann Burt

The day "the rule" would rarely turn a head strong was a common practice among the workers. By Jerry Spalding, assistant manager for seven years, Jerry said, "the day's perfect," according to the survey. The day was fair and had some work left over.

**Teens Differ in Opinions On Drinking and Smoking**

By Mary Ann Burt

Leaving the legal age for drinking and smoking has been an issue of debate. The students surveyed at The Emory Times were divided on this issue. Some favored the legal age for drinking and smoking, while others felt it should be raised.

**The Buss** used by Indians to gain entry to Ft. Michilimackinac is recalled in this painting. While the British watched the Chippewas and the Sac and Fox war a game of hockey, a blaze started on the fort. The blaze continued through the night, causing the destruction of the fort.

**Eyes On the Prize**

The eyes of the Michigan Hall of Fame are focused on the upper Great Lakes, which illustrates in this painting the history of the Great Lakes. The painting is part of the series of paintings that will be unveiled in the Capitol for Michigan Hall of Fame in 1964.

**The Griffins,** the first six paintings on the upper Great Lakes, is visiting at the Palace in Lansing. The Griffins is part of the Great Lakes series, which was designed by the Michigan Hall of Fame in 1964.